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Abstract
is called slightly
if it contaiw; no chordless cyck
or more vertices and
induced subgrapb has a vertex whose
nellgnLoc1urnooCl contains no induced path on four verticf~S. These graphs
triangulated graphs and appear naturally in the study of thf~
inhcrsection graphs of the maximal rectangles of
trii::.tngulated graphs are perfect (in the sense of Berge). In this
paper WI? present algorithms for
slightly triangulated graphs,
for
('l, maXImum
and for finding an optimal colouring.

1
Let Pk denote the chordless path with k vertices, C k the chordless
with k
vertices and G the complement of the graph G. We write H c G if H is an induced
subgraph of G. The maximum size of a clique in G is denoted by w(G), and the
number of vertices in G is denoted by n. The neighbourhood of a vertex x in a
su bgraph H is denoted by r H (x).
In the early sixties Berge [1] defined a graph G to be p(~rfect if for every induced
subgraph H of G the chromatic number of H is equal to the largest size of a clique
in H. Graphs which played an important role in the development of perfect graph
theory are the triangulated graphs. A graph is triangulated if it contains no chordless cycle with four or more vertices. Another characterization is that every induced
subgraph of a triangulated graph contains a vertex whose neighbourhood is a clique.
Triangulated graphs constitute a large class of perfect graphs with numerous applications. They have been thoroughly studied and efficient algorithms are known for
these graphs. The reader is referred to [5] for an introduction to this topic. We
also [10]) a generalization of triangulated graphs; we call a
introduced in [9]
graph 8lightly triangulated if it satisfies the following two conditions.
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has
been solved
Hl his PhD Thesis.
algorithm to test whether a
contains an iwluced
He
length is at least five. The idea is to test for every induced
abc if
and c of the
to the sanw connected
of the
c} a,nd r(a) n
then the P3 we were
at least five. To test whether two vertices
to the same component
can be dOlle in O(n 2 ) time (this
is linear with the number of
To list
done in O( n 3 ) time. Therefore the overall CO(111)leXlt;v
fa.ster algorithm,
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Problem 2': Is there a numbering
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denotes the subgraph generated by
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of the vertices of (J such that if
then
(Vi) ?

VI, V2, .. . ,Vi

ct

the
is good, if it satisfies this condition. Problem
and
indeed (~quivalent.
0 is such that
subgraph contains
To find a
numbering,
for
Pi-free vert<cox of 0:
a
vertex of G \ {v n }, more
we choose for
... ,Vn--i+l}'

suppose that VI ... , Vn
a
of G. We want to prove that H contains a
Then
(Vi)' Therefore Vi is a
that
linear in the number of
Therefore Prohlem 2'
slightly

a
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Let VI, . . . ,Vn
a
G, and let Oi be
the
induced by VI,
We will search for a maximum
using
the obvious [act that w( G)
U
Therefore, our search
for a maximurn
will be restricted to
P4 -free.
P4 -free
are also known
cographs.
a unique
representation
which corresponds to the recursive decomposition of the
l'{)cT\'",nl1 in connected components ~n
and its COlJlplernent. The existence
of such a d(~composition IS a
consequence of tlw
lemma due to Seinsche [1

Lemma 1 (Seinsche) If H is a cograph then Il or

is disconnected.

The cotree T of a cograph H is defined recursively by:

• If H is
Ii

one vertex, then the cotree of H is isomorphic to this vertex .

If H is disconnected, let AI,. ., Ak be the connected components of H. Then
the root of the cotree T of H is labelled '0' and the subtrees at the root an~
the cotwes of AI, . .. , A k •

• If H is
let AI, ... ,
be the connected components of H. Then the
root of the cotree T of H is labelled' l' and the subtrees at the root are the
cotrees of
, ... , Ak
The most efficient algorithms [4] for the recognition of cographs and the construction of the corresponding cotrees (complexity O(rn + n)) are incremental in the
sense that the vertio$ are processed one at a time (given a cograph H U v and T the
cotree of H, the cotree of H U V is obtained by modifying T).
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Once the cotree T of a
using tlH~ relation:
done
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We will colour the vfTtices of G in the
be the colour classes of
used in this rr.lnllrlTl.O'

1h,

.. , Vn

.

,Vi.

of its verWe denote

lemmas.

4.1
The star-cutset lemma
a key role in rnl.-.1l ... nO'
a cutset (! such that some vert{~x in C
"H"~"'H"'F, vertices in C.
Chvatal has shown in [3] that a minimal
graph cannot
The
proof of this h,mma will be used in our

has a

Lemma 2

Proof
Let (i be such a
the center of the star-cutset
vertex which dominates C/).
be the components
G \ CJ.
every proper
of G is
\
and C u
w-colourable.
be the colour
in C u . Then B1 U
is a stable set, which meets
with) every maximum clique of G. The
This colouring of G\
U
can be
of G.
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find an availabh~
rnaximum

that

denote tlw set of

I

with b or mort'

o
center' of a 8tar-

Without loss of
we
(x) n Hd is a
maximum among the vertices
erG, (x) then Vi
the colour of x.
assume that
(x) n Hi) is not
chordl(~ss chain included in
(x) n Hi)) whose
is at least 2, and
x to
\
(x). Let Yl, Y2, .. , Yk X be this chain.
We have k:2:
Yl E N 1 , and \:Ij ~ 2, Yj tJ.
We will consider two cases. We
abbreviate foJz) n
by
case 1 Suppose that
\ N 2 (Y2) f:. 0. Let z be a vertex of
\ N 2(Y2). Let l be
induces a chordless
the smallest index such that YIZ E E. Then
Yl, Y2, ... , Yz,
with length at least ,), a contradiction.
case
that N 2 (Y2) =
Then k is at least 4. Otherwise there would be
in x U Y2 U
As we chose x such that
(x) n Hi I is a maximum
and as N 1 (Y2)\
f:. 0, 3t E N 1 (x)\N1 (Y2)' IftYl E Ethen {Yl,t,x,nz,Yz} =
where nz is any vertex of N 2 • If tYl tJ. E then let l be the smallest index such that
Ylt E E. Then I is at least 3 and {Vi, Yl, Y2, ... ,Yt, t} induces a chordless cycle with
at least 5.
0
Lelnma 5 If \:Ix E I, Nl
star-cutset.
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then Vi zs the center of a

Proof:

VVe assume that the intersection
rt (x). Consider x E I
(;c)and
rt
(:r).Ifv;U
be a cbordlE~ss chain
;3, J;1
, and Vj
\
and let l

l.

2 and
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maXllnum.
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if
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then
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by recursion on tlw number of vertices of
or a colour class of
that intersects all
will be able to colour
1
r, ",'" of
1' . .

If we find a.

r.11

colourahle.

case
).
vVe introduce a new colour for Vi.
case 3
<
- 1.
Then
1.
Tlw union of the colour classes of
of

\

, otherwise
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B' such that

+

-1.

without loss
that the colours 1, ... ,p
colours p I , ... ,p + q appear in B'. If
< p and w(

in B and that the

' " "1>1"\ ,'>(2 p.

+

<

q then

-2.

contradiction. Therefore
p or
= q.
without loss of
that
p. Let S\ be a colour class of
which appears in B. The
meets every maximum cliqUE' of
\ S\) = w( Gi ) - 1.
1 colours. The union of the colour classes
colouring of
End

Algorithm)

a constructive proof of the perfection
This colouring algorithm should be
a by-product a perfect colouring. From
of slightly triangulated graphs, which gives
it should be noted that the use of the star-cutset lemma
a practical point of
leads to a complexity which is not polynomial in the worst cases.
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star-cutset C Let
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for
usc a IWW combinatorial characterization
case for another
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also
for the detail" of tlw
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